
Sankt-Peterburgskie Vedomosti

Sankt-Peterburgskir Vedomosti (St.-Petersburg News), the second oldest Russian newspaper, is now
available from DC Publishers. This newspaper ran without interruption from the 18th century until
World War!, thus making it one of the most important sources for the history of Imperial Russia during
its final two centuries.

Sankt-Peterburgskie Vedomosti (SPY).
was founded in 1728 as the successor to
Vedomoszi o voennykh znaniiakh i inykh
delakh dostoinykh manila i parniati
(News about Events, Both Military and
Otherwise, Fit Both to Know and to
Remember), published from 1703-1727.

It ran articles on industry, agriculture,
trade, domestic and foreign policy,
culture and education, and especially
life in Petersburg. SPY was published
twice a week, gradually increasing in
size from four to forty pages. For
several decades SPV was the only
Russian periodical; it did not have to
face competition until 1756, when
Moskovskie Vedomosti (Moscow News)
appeared.

SPV was owned by the Academy of
Sciences. Its first editor, from
1728-1733, was Academician
G.F. Muller. Throughout the eighteenth
century the paper preserved an official
character, reporting on events within the
royal family, meetings for foreign
diplomats, Russian contacts with
foreign powers, and wars occurring both
within the Russian borders and in other
more distant theaters. In addition to
news about life at the Imperial Court,
the paper covered governmental
announcements and decrees, official
appointments and promotions and -
provided descriptions of various
ceremonies and meetings of the
Academy of Sciences and other learned
bodies. The announcements of fairs,
wares and objects offered for sale, new
publications and theater performances
are particularly interesting, as is the
information about the educational
system, school curricula, public
examinations, etc.

A supplement to SPV, Istoricheskie,
gertealogicheskie i geografichesIcie
primechaniia (Historical, Genealogical
and Geographic Notes) the title varied
from issue to issue published between
1728-1742, contains a great deal of
information about culture and science.

A new period in SPV's long history
began in 1836 when the editorial duties
were assumed by AR. Ochkin It was at
this time that the paper took on a
subheading Gazeta politicheskaia
therm, main (Political and Literary
Gran): and began to devote an
increasing amount of space to other
topics and genres, such as short stories
(original and translated), essays, serials,
sketches front daily life of the capital,
etc. The circulation for this period
reached 4,000. These new directions
culminated lithe 1850s when ,ef
AA. Kraevskii, one of the most 7

prominent and gifted Russian journalists
of the nineteenth century, became
co-editor. Other contributors, such as
F. Dostojevskii, the novelists
E.P. Romanov and AN. Druzhinin, the
poet A.N Pleshcheev, reinforced this
trend, causing the gapers circulation to
rise to 10,000.

These developments, particularly the
liberal direction assumed by the paper,
were not in accord with the interests of
the ruling circles, who made numerous -
attempts to return SPV to its original
half-official character. The government
finally removed both editors and
assigned the position to the brilliant
journalist V.F. ICorsh in the hope that he
would conform to the official position.
On the contrary, during the period
1863-1874 the new editor acted with
such independence that within a few

months he managed to transform SPV
into one of the most important and
influential newspapers in Russia. By
gathering together the best
contemporary writers and publicists he
was able to give the paper a distinctly
liberal bias.

Among Korsh's colleagues the best
known were the two extremely gifted
publicists VP. Burenin and
A S. Suvorin, who contributed serial
installments about the life and names of
that era, often accompanied by biting
satire. Suvorin, for example, wrote
half-belletristic sketches using subjects
taken from the daily life of the capital.
In 1866 he gathered these pieces
together into one volume entitled
Vsiakie (All Kinds of People). It was
immediately condemned and not until
1909 was it possible to have a second
edition printed. Because of its unveiled
criticism of certain official policies.
SPV was seriously reprimanded by the
Office of the Censor. In December 1874
Knott was. relieved of his duties.

During the nineteenth century many
prominent writers and journalists
published their works on the pages of
SP's , including F. Dostojevskii,
I. Turgenev, Saltykov-Shchedrin,
K. Kavelin, L. Polonskii, the
philosophers MN. Vyrubov, E.V. de
Roberti-and VS. Solov'ev, the music
critics V.V. Stews, and CA. Cuny
(ICiuni), the literary critics
K.K. Arsen'ev, the theater critic Thaw,
and others.

Dr linyana Moisseenko
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Related IDC projects free folders and catalogues available

Gazety Kopeiki
Russian Periny Newspapers, 1908 - 1918

tales on 890 microfiche

Including bibliographic records

Russische Revue. Spb:, 18724891.
Monthly journal in German, published in St-Petersburg by Carl ROttger

32R microfiche

Russian Periodicals and Serials (up to 1917)
1,213 tides on 241460 microfiche
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Scope The period from 1728-1914

Number of reels 533

Size of reel 35 mm

External IDC printed guide, listing year of publication and range of issues
finding aids, per reel numb..r

(TDC is also planning to make available the printed guide
published by Bibliotcka Akademii Nauk (BAN), entitled Gazeta
"Sankt-PeterLurgskie Vedontosti" XVIII veka. Ukazatel'
soderzhaniiu. Please contact 1DC for more information)

Order number RF-1-1A

For price quotations please inquire.
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